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Making sense of monitoring data to support managed nextgeneration services – A Report on DANMS 2012 * John Keeney†, Joan Serrat-Fernández ‡, The fifth IEEE/IFIP International Workshop on Distributed Autonomous Network Management Systems (DANMS) was co located with IEEE/IFIP NOMS2012 in Maui, Hawaii, USA on April 16th 2012. DANMS 2012 is part of a series of workshops dedicated to advances in network management and the application of new management principles in network design. The workshop series is organized by researchers in the Network Management (NM) Lab in Ericsson Ireland together with distinguished academics in the network management domain. The NM Lab being a part of Ericsson, a global leader in telecom network domain, has been able to bring current industrial challenges into focus of the research community through this workshop series. For this reason the DANMS workshop series hosts an almost unique, mixed profile of academics and industrial researchers from the ICT and telecoms management domains, with a proven focus on autonomic network and service management. Background It is generally accepted that the autonomic process for network management can be viewed as a loop (or a series of loops) with 4 broad tasks: monitoring, analysis, planning and execution (MAPE). While extensive progress has been made on providing support for monitoring of managed elements and the execution of management actions on managed elements, the analysis and planning phases are still largely in the research domain. Most network monitoring tools collect huge amounts of data from which a small number of high-level metrics may be dashboarded or serious faults highlighted. The rest is then archived for off-line analysis (if any). Most analysis and remedial planning is then performed by human managers supported by tools while the execution of low-level management actions is handed off to network reconfiguration tools. Current approaches of monitoring and managing individual parts of telecommunications networks are also mostly agnostic to the diverse services using the network, or are optimized for voice services. Many management tools cannot even detect which services are operating on the network, much less support service-specific management objectives. Giving over-the-top service providers access to the monitoring and management mechanisms of the managed network they use is not practical, given the multitude of heterogeneous networks involved, and the security, privacy, availability and regulatory oversight requirements inherent in managing a large network. Therefore it is the responsibility of the network managers to monitor and to manage the services running over their networks based on the monitoring, analysis, planning and reconfiguration of resources already available to them.
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Even though managing the network is already a challenge, additionally managing the services running over the networks is a key challenge that must be addressed in a timely manner. Current management approaches focusing on network-level monitoring fail to provide distilled high-level information relevant for managing end-to-end service running across those networks. Driven by these challenges this year’s DANMS workshop focused on “Making sense of monitoring data to support managed next-generation services”, with the particular focus on how (semi-)automated analysis of network monitoring data, and planning of network management actions, can be applied to monitor, to manage and to support the services using the network. This topic was chosen to be particularly relevant to the NOMS 2012 theme of managing new ICT services and the infrastructure upon which they rely. Technical Sessions Abul Bashar from Prince Mohammad University in Saudi Arabia presented a paper entitled “Performance Analysis of Bayesian Networks-based Distributed Call Admission Control for NGN”, based on work performed in collaboration with the University of Ulster and BT. The work centered on the use of a decentralised Bayesian Network (BN) to support fully decentralised Call Admission Control (CAC) in a congested telecoms network. The network was simulated using OPNET, and the HUGIN was used to implement the BN. The main finding of the presentation was that the decentralised BN had very little distribution overhead, could be trained quickly, and compared well to a centralised BN with similar functionality, even though the CAC decision accuracy of the decentralised BN was reduced somewhat. Sylvain Martin from the University of Liège in Belgium presented “DISco: a Distributed Information Store for network Challenges and their Outcome”. The presentation described a proposed peer-to-peer (P2P) publish-subscribe and storage middleware for network monitoring reports. In this work monitoring data reports are presented as points in an N-Dimension space, where each dimension referred to an important data field in the report. Using this approach a subscription or query could be represented as a region in this space. A similar region-based approach could be used to aggregate clusters to reports, queries and subscriptions as network load increases, where the quality of a given aggregation could be inferred from the density and spread of the clusters. The system was shown to scale very well as load increased, with the added advantage of a P2P approach mitigating against a single point of failure. Much of the discussion centred around the difficulty in finding off-the-shelf P2P middleware components combining both publish-subscribe and data storage in order to implement the next prototype version. Dan Gunter from the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA, presented a “Scalable Integrated Performance Analysis of Multi-Gigabit Networks” based on work in collaboration with the University of Delaware and Indiana University. The paper focused on how to monitor bulk data transfer (e.g. astronomy data) at multi-gigabit rates, and how to find the throughput bottleneck in the data transfer pipeline. The approach uses the perfSONAR federated monitoring data collection, storage and analysis system, and collected RAM, disk, network and session throughput data from both ends of an eXensible Session Protocol (XSP) connection. XSP supports applications such as GridFTP to use multiple TCP connections and routes as a single 2way file transfer session. The approach used was accurately able to present whether a transfer bottleneck occurred at a connection endpoint (e.g. disk access) or at some particular point in the



network. One main finding of the work was that due to the relatively low overhead of the approach that monitoring and analysis should be active at all times. Another finding pointed to the benefit of using a dynamic feedback mechanism to increase the amount of monitoring and analysis performed when something of interest occurs in the monitored sessions. The final message was that the ability to identify and to solve bottlenecks in the end-to-end flow far outweighs the monitoring overhead. In a somewhat related paper, Taghrid Samak, also from the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA, discussed “Scalable Analysis of Network Measurements with Hadoop and Pig”. The presentation discussed performing basic statistical analysis of perfSONAR logs using the Hadoop distributed processing framework, with Pig, a high-level data-flow language and execution framework for Hadoop, along with the R statistical programming language. The particular focus of this work was showing how the Map-Reduce approach of Hadoop could be applied to analyze very large monitoring logs, including calculations of variances and correlation metrics for Ping results. The results of the analysis were then used to demonstrate clock synchronisation issues, value outlier detection, delays histograms, and other basic statistical analyses. The presentation was followed by a lively discussion on the use of Hadoop for monitoring and log analysis, in particular the difficulties in performing live analysis of data using just Hadoop. Kaliappa Ravindran from the City University of New York, USA, described work on “Protocollevel Reconfigurations for Infusion of Resilience in Distributed Network Services” to support dynamic networking protocol switching in response to QoS requirements and prevailing network conditions, for example, between a protocol with low resilience but low overhead (optimistic) and a protocol with optimal resource usage but with a high overhead (pessimistic). The switching process was based on a cost function, driven by a system-level, end-to-end view of the network. Professor Ravindran presented a number of examples of end-to-end services, associated candidate protocol implementations, and associated cost functions. For the first example, a content Distribution Network (CDN) with push-based and pull-based document replication protocol, and for another example, a service relying on input from multiple sensor nodes, where implicit and explicit voting protocols were compared for identifying faulty readings. From the discussion of the work it was clear that the approach of using dynamic cost functions and dynamic protocol switching was useful, particularly for application-level service protocols, but the applicability of the work for lower-level protocol remained uncertain. Steven Latré presented a paper entitled “An Autonomic Delivery Framework for HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) in Multicast-enabled Multimedia Access Networks” based on work performed in Ghent University and Alcatel Lucent in Belgium. This work addressed the placement of distribution servers for caching, aggregating and distributing IPTV streams across managed access networks. The aim of this work was to support over-the-top (OTT) on-demand unicast multimedia streaming, while maintaining the efficiencies of IPTV multicast. The approach taken was to place multiple distribution servers (caches) close to consumer clients, where popular material was multicast from its publishing source to be served by those distribution servers. Requests for non-cached material were redirected to service provider sources. This work focussed on initial studies on types of material to cache and how long to maintain the caches. An evaluation was presented where an end-to-end simulation showed that the approach was



practical, scalable and robust. In discussions after the presentation the possibilities of using different caching protocols was also examined. In the first of two papers in a special session on "Managing Federations and Cooperative Management (ManFed.CoM), Brian Walshe from Trinity College Dublin, Ireland, presented his work on “Correspondence Pattern Attribute Selection for Consumption of Federated Data Sources”. This presentation focused on model interoperability and transformation where different models exist for similar domains in federated systems. This paper focused on the discovery of which important class attributes can be used to map or to transform instance information from one model to another. The approach employed supervised learning based on an information gain metric to rank attributes of instances drawn from an already mapped instance training set. The approach was also used to select from a small set of mapping operations to apply to those attributes. The approach was tested against data drawn from the popular YAGO and DBpedia semantic web datasets, where a small number of instances from each dataset were manually mapped to form a training set and an evaluation set. In tests the approach employed showed excellent accuracy for most of the evaluation set. In the discussion which followed the presentation scalability was discussed. It was generally agreed that the approach used was very promising, but the applicability of the approach to network management models remained somewhat uncertain considering the relatively small, accurate and well defined training set used in the evaluation, and the small number of mapping operations supported. In the second paper from the special session on managing federations, Jeroen Famaey, also from Ghent University in Belgium, gave further detail on their work on multimedia cache placement in access networks in a presentation entitled “An SLA-Driven Framework for Dynamic Multimedia Content Delivery Federations”. This work presented a mechanism to support the dynamic federations and SLA agreements between ISPs to place and to share multimedia caches in their managed networks. This placement and sharing of multimedia caches for OTT multimedia services requires SLA negotiation between (multiple) core and access network providers, storage providers, and service providers, with a particular focus on revenue sharing and reduced through traffic for ISPs, while providing QoS guarantees for multimedia service providers. The problem was presented as an optimisation problem based on caches numbers and placement, storage costs, delivery and QoS guarantee costs, service pricing (per item), transmission costs and timeframes. The solution to the optimisation problem would give a list of providers, domains and resources to be included in the federation negotiation process. Ongoing work is focussing on enhancing the optimisation algorithm and continuing work on an autonomic framework for the negotiation, configuration and management of these federations. The presentation was followed by an active discussion about ways that network service providers could be incentivised to place multimedia cache servers in their managed network. Example of these incentives include: direct payments; the benefits of reduced traffic in their networks; by providing and higher QoS to their customers; or as a part of a joint traffic- or content-sharing agreement with other network service providers. Keynote Presentation In a very interesting and enlightening keynote presentation Joel J. Fleck II (HP Labs) and John Strassner (Software Lab, Huawei USA) teamed up to present “Model-driven, Context-aware



Semantic Governance of Dynamic Systems”. The talk focussed on the combination of two approaches to next-generation dynamic network management systems: a top-down, businessdriven modelling framework and a bottom-up, model-driven engineering framework. To discuss the first top-down approach, Joel Fleck addressed the need for a dynamically changeable management system for any dynamic managed system, which can incorporate current context, goals, rules, semantics, and configuration of the managed system. Joel also stressed that the management system must reflect the multiple roles of those responsible for managing the system, in particular business roles. Joel’s top down methodology, entitled Business-aligned Model Driven Generation, is based on a number of steps. The first step is to visualize and to label management-level business terms (concepts) and relationships in a concept map. This is then used to inform the generation of an OWL2 ontology for consistency and compatibility analysis. From this information a suggested skeleton SBVR (Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules) specification of the management process can be automatically generated, incorporating types, individuals, alethic structure rules and deontic operational rules, which must in turn be manually verified. Based on this information technology-neutral policy rules, data models, and capability definitions can be defined in UML or N3, which are themselves available for automated translation into technology-specific rules, policies and SLAs (Service Level Agreements). As part of this work Joel has already defined a proof-of-concept implementation of all steps in the process. The second, complementary, bottom-up model-driven engineering approach was presented by John Strassner. In this presentation John discussed the benefits of using a dynamic object model, as seen in DEN-ng, to support dynamic model-driven and metadata-driven generation of managed business services. Using this approach changes can be dynamically specified and enforced at runtime by changing the context of the managed system, the metadata about managed system, or the metadata interpreter. By defining behaviour specifications and composition strategies in dynamically changeable metadata in the object model, where this metadata is interpreted at runtime, then this approach should support adaptation without recoding, recompiling, redeployment, or major retesting. Dr. Strassner then went on to discuss the automatic generation of metadata from existing information models and how rules can be used to define entities, attributes, relationships, constraints, entity validation, and choices between parameters or algorithms. At this metadata- and rule-based level the bottom-up approach aligns directly with the top-down approach presented by Joel Fleck. The keynote presentation was followed by a long and interesting conversation of how such approaches are directly applicable to next-generation network and service management. There was also some discussion on how applicable this work would be for different types of information models and problem domains within network management. Among the main findings were the need for a change in thinking about how network and service management is modelled and implemented, with the need for much more focus on how management adapts and evolves as networks and management requirements evolve, particularly in an age when agile short-lived federations of providers need to be supported. Roundtable discussion



The DANMS 2012 workshop concluded with a roundtable discussion with all workshop attendees. The discussion topic chosen reflected the DANMS 2012 topic: “what techniques are most appropriate for (semi-) automated monitoring and management of modern Telecoms and IT systems?”. This was further refined into a number of sub-questions. The first sub-question chosen centred on monitoring and where near-term research should focus to support automated or semi-automated monitoring. It was clear from the discussion that monitoring data is being greatly under-utilised in modern management processes, mainly due to the difficulties in dealing with the huge scale of data available. This leads to the need to push monitoring tasks closer to the data sources, with greater support for summarisation and filtering of data at a much earlier stage. However, this opens a new problem where it may not be possible to determine which data should be discarded or abstracted, and at what stage. While it is clear that in many cases most of the data being gathered is useless for management tasks at hand, data filtering and summarisation must be dynamically adaptable and context-aware, especially with respect to which particular management tasks are being performed or could be performed. Discussions also concentrated on how lower volumes of abstracted, summarised or filtered data could support more online monitoring rather than analysing monitoring data in an offline manner. It was clear from discussions that much more online monitoring and multi-phase monitoring is required, even when accuracy may be reduced, with one attendee commenting that with respect to monitoring “it is better to be 80% correct now than 100% correct in two hours”. To continue the lively pace of the discussion a second topic was introduced whereby the workshop attendees were asked for their opinions on why automated management techniques were still lacking widespread adoption in large scale network and service management systems. It was clear from the workshop attendees, especially the delegates from industry, that existing techniques for automated management were not applicable in an evolutionary manner. Proposed techniques mostly require a complete adoption of new techniques, tools or models, and this was not immediately appropriate for existing large-scale management applications. The need to support existing and heterogeneous systems and approaches was seen as a major impediment to the revolutionary approaches being proposed. However, it was also acknowledged that existing techniques and processes are seriously lacking, but huge investments in existing approaches make a dramatic revolutionary change unlikely, thus reinforcing the need for evolutionary approaches to continue the adoption of automated and semi-automated management approaches.



In Conclusion The final order of business for DANMS 2012, before the obligatory refreshments, was to collect feedback from the workshop attendees. In general, feedback was very positive and supportive, with only a few areas noted for improvement, in particular about the facilities and venue. (These issues were quickly rectified for the conference and workshops that followed DANMS.) As part of the survey we asked for opinions about topics that would be of particular interest for the next DANMS workshop. With these comments in hand we look forward to DANMS 2013, planned for a flagship network and service management conference or symposium next year.
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